
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Brighton Full Congress Date: 8-17 Aug Venue: Hilton Metropole

TD's:

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 44 Yes 37 No 3

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 55 Probably 28 Unlikely 2 Not 2

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require

improvement'

Excellent Improvement

39 Venue 24

50 Playing conditions 15

50 Schedule 18

59 Competition format 4

59 Directors/Organisation 13

21 Catering/refreshments 28

53 Pre-congress service 4

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 25 Earlier finish 26 Longer intervals 3

Later start 3 Later finish 2 Shorter intervals 21

Total Returns 88

Number of attendees 0

Comments

Refreshments expensive and not a great deal of choice x8

Very unprofessional getting the assignments wrong x4

Lighting still poor around the edges of the room x3

Air conditioning still a problem at the venue x3

7.30 evening start for all events x3

Hotel has gone downhill over the years x3

Ladies loos smelly and not kept very clean x2

Did not play in Seniors Pairs as would prefer this to be a Swiss Pairs x2

PA system needs improving x2

Parking is always a problem and is expensive x2

Felt our team were disadvantaged by assignment error x2

The TD in the weekend Lite events treated us all like newcomers x2

Cost of event is causing the decreasing numbers x2

Need to have five matches on Sunday x2

Online assignments a good idea x1

Bring back the bulletin x1

Keep plugging BB@B - better table manners needed by some x1

TD's did not enforce the properly completed convention card rule x1

Discuss it with an Expert excellent x1

EBU Reception very kind and helpful x1

More bar staff needed after play in evening x1

Some form of queueing system needed at bar - chaotic getting served x1



Try to car share for these events, but different events finishing a different times is not

very helpful x1

Move event to off-season x1


